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A generalization of Laguerre polynomials is obtained in the vector theory 
of Hilbert spaces of entire functions. The polynomials are used in the theory 
of the Hankel transformation of imaginary order [I]. 
An axiomatic characterization of Laguerre polynomials appears in previous 
work [2]. An analog of the polynomials in finite dimensional spaces is first 
considered. The finite system of orthogonal polynomials has a vector general- 
ization which is helpful in approaching the vector generalization of Laguerre 
polynomials. 
Let h be a given nonnegative integer, and let w be a given nonzero number. 
Define a generalized inner product on polynomials by 
The linearity and symmetry of an inner product are satisfied, and the inequal- 
ity (F(t), F(t)) > 0 holds for every polynomial F(z). But the product 
(F(t), F(t)) can be zero when F(z) does not vanish identically. The identities 
(Wt), W) = V’(t), tG(t)) 
and 
(F(t), (t + &h) G(t - 1)) = ww(($h - t)F(t + l), G(t)) 
hold for all polynomials F(z) and G(z). Any generalized inner product on 
polynomials which satisfies these two identities is a constant multiple of the 
one just defined. Define operators L, , L- , and D on polynomials by 
D: F(x) -+ G(x) if 
(1 + ~6) GM 
= WC+ - &h)F(z + 1) + (1 - WCS) zF(z) - (z + +h)F(z - l), 
wL_: F(z) + G(z) 
if 
(1 + w&) G(z) = WC&Z - $h) F(z + 1) - 2wciizF(z) + wa(x + $h)F(a - I), 
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wL+ : F(x) + G(z) 
(1 + ~4 G(z) = w2w2(z - &h) F(z + I) + 2wwzF(z) + (z + g)~(z - I). 
Then the identities DL- - L-D = - L- , DL, - L,D = L, , and 
L-L, - L+L- = 20 are satisfied, and 
L-L, - 02 - D = - $h(h + 2). 
The identities (OF, G) = (F, DG) and (L-F, G) = - (F, L+G) hold for 
all polynomials F(z) and G(z). Th ere exists a unique polynomial @(n, z) 
of degree n for every n = O,..., h such that @(O, z) = 1, such that 
D: @(n, z) --f (n - ih) @(n, z) and L- : qn, z) + nqn - 1, x) 
for every n and such that 
L+:@(n,z)-t(n-h)@(n+ 1,~) 
when n < h. The identity 
h! // @(n, t)i12 = n!(h - n)! 
holds for every n. A formula for the polynomials in terms of the hyper- 
geometric function is 
h(h- l)...(h+ 1 -n)@(n,z) 
= (.z + +h) (x - 1 + i&h) **. (x + 1 - n + *h-h) 
x (- 0)” F( - n, z - +h; z + 1 - n + &h; - WCS). 
The polynomials appear in the representation theory for the group of 
two-by-two unitary matrices. Let W(- h, 1; 1; - x) be the set of poly- 
nomials f(x) = a, + a,z + ... + a,# of degree at most h in the norm 
defined by 
l! 2! 
IIf(z)i12 = 1 aO I2 + h 1 a1 1’ + h(h _ 1) 1 @2 I2 + “’ + t ah i2. 
Then F(- h, 1; 1; - a&?) = (1 + ~6)~ belongs to the space for every com- 
plex number w, and the identity 
f(w) = (f(Z), F(- h, 1; 1; - zq> 
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holds for every elementf(x) of the space. The identity 
n 11 f(x)ll” = (h + 1) j+m j+” / f(z)l” (1 + ZX)-~-~ dx dy 
--m --m 
holds for every element f(a) of the space. If (“, i) is a unitary matrix, then 
belongs to the space wheneverf(z) belongs to the space, and it always has 
the same norm as f(z). If f(z) = a, + a,z + ... + ah2 and if F(x) is the 
corresponding polynomial defined by 
F(x) = a,@(O, x) + a,@(l, .z) + ... $ u,@(h, z), 
then /[f(z)]] = IIF(t)lj . Let f(z) and g(z) be elements of %(- h, 1; 1; - x), 
and let F(x) and G(z) be the corresponding polynomials. The condition 
D: F(z) + G(z) is equivalent to the condition 
The condition L- : F(x) --f G(z) is equivalent to the condition 
A4 = f’(4. 
The condition L, : F(z) -+ G(x) is equivalent to the condition 
g(x) = zy(x) - hxf(x). 
A generalization of these orthogonal polynomials is obtained using poly- 
nomials with vector coefficients. The coefficient space V is taken to be the 
two-dimensional space of column vectors in the Euclidean norm. A vector 
will always be an element of this space. 
THEOREM 1. Let h and k be giwen integers, 0 < k < h, and let w be a 
nonzero number. Let @(k, x) and @(k - 1, z) be the polynomials defined by 
h(h- l).**(h+ 1 -k)@(k,z) 
=(z++h)(z-l++h)**.(z+l-k++h) 
x (- cs)“F(- k, z - Bh; z + 1 - k + +hh; - WG) 
and similarly with k replaced by k - 1. DeJine a generalized inner product on 
polynomials 
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with vector coefficients corresponding to the nom 
(1 + u@/h! IIF(t)ll” 
I @(k, n - $h)F+(n - $h) + @(k - I, n - $h)F-(n - &h)12 
n!(h - n)! 
Then the identities 
F+(t) (jF_(tJ’( (t - k + ;h)F+(t - 1) - &(h + 1 - k)F-(t - 1) wc;j(+h+ 1 - k - t) F-(t - 1) + wkF+(t - 1) 
=(( 
us&h - k - t)F+(t + 1) + c;j(h + 1 - k)F-(t + 1) (t + 1 - k + +h)F-(t + 1) - wkF+(t - 1) 
hold for all polynomials F(z) and G(z) with vector coefficients. 
These properties characterize the inner product. 
THEOREM 2. Let h and k be given integers, 0 -=c k < h, and let w be a 
nonzero number. Assume that a generalized inner product is given on polynomials 
with vector coeficients and that the last two identities in the statement of Theo- 
rem 1 are satisfied. Dejne operators L, , L- , and D on polynomials with vector 
coeficients by D: F(z) + G(z) ;f 
(1 + WCS) G+(z) = WW(Z + k - &h) F+(z + 1) - (1 - ww) zF+(z) 
- (z - k + +h) F+(z - 1) - 6(h + 1 - k) F-(x + 1) 
+ w(h + 1 - k) F&z - 1) 
and 
(1 + ~6) G-(z) = - (z + 1 - k + $h) F-(x + 1) + (1 - ~6~3) zF_(z) 
+ ww(z - 1 + k - Qh) F-(x - 1) + wkF+(z + 1) 
- wkF+(z - l), 
by 
wL_: F(z) -+ G(z) 
;f 
(1 + COO) G+(z) = ww(x + k - +h) F+(z + 1) - 2w&zF.+(z) 
+ ww(z - k + $h)F+(z - 1) - &(h + 1 - k)F-(z + 1) 
- uG2(h + 1 - k) F-(x - 1) 
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and 
(1 + ~6) G-(z) = - (z + 1 - K + +h) F-(x + 1) - 2w~3zF-(x) 
- wW(z - 1 + k - @)F-(z - 1) + wkF+(z + I) 
+ w%zkF+(z - l), 
and by 
GL, : F(z) -+ G(z) 
if 
(1 + wz) G+(z) = wW(2 + k - ih)F+(z + 1) + 2w8zF+(a) 
+(Z-k+&h)F+(z- l)-wCqz+ 1 -k)F-(z+ 1) 
- c;j(h + 1 - k)F-(z - 1) 
and 
(1 + ~5) G-(z) = - wcii(z + 1 - tz + #) F-(z + 1) + 2wcijz.F~(4 
- wd(z - 1 + K - ~Iz)FJZ - 1) + W%kF+(Z + 1) 
+ wkF+(z - 1). 
Then the identities 
DL---L-D = -LL_, 
DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L, - L,L- = 20, 
L-L, - D2 - D = - $h(h + 2) 
are satisjied, and the identities 
(OF, G) = (F, DG) and (L-F, G) = - (F, L,G) 
hold for all polynomials F(z) and G(z) with vector coeficients. The inner product 
is a constant multiple of the inner product dejned in Theorem 1. 
A construction of orthogonal polynomials follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let h and k be given integers, 0 < k < h, and let w be a 
non.zero number. For each n = O,..., h, let @(n, z) and &(n, z) be the poly- 
nomials of degree n and n - 1 with complex coe@ients defined by 
h(h - 1) .** (h + 1 - n) @(n, z) 
= (z + $h) (z - I + ah) 1.. (z + 1 - n + Qh) 
x (-G)~F(-~, z - +hh; x + 1 - n + 4h; -ww) 
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and 
(h - I) (h - 2) ... (h + 1 -- n) (--G)“-16(n, 2) 
=(2- 1 +&h)(z-2+$h)-..(z-+ I -n+&h) 
x F(l - n, .z + 1 - +h; 2 + 1 - n $ +h; - wW) 
-h(n-2)(z-2++h)(z-3++h)...(x+2-ti++h) 
x WGF(3 - n, z + 2 - 4h-h; z + 2 - n + Jh; - OJCG) 
f h(h - 1) (n - 3) (n - 4) 
X(Z-3++h)(z-4+$h)...(x+3-n++h) 
x w%V(5 - 71, z + 3 - $h; ii + 3 - n + frh; - wc;i) 
- h(h - 1) (h - 2) (n - 4) (n - 5) (n - 6) 
Y (zl - 4 + &h) (z - 5 + gh) ... (z + 4 - n + &h) 
x w3G3F(7 - n, z + 4 - jh; z + 4 - n + $h; - WC()) + *.* . 
For each n = O,..., h, there exists a polynomial Y(n, z) with vector coejjicients 
such that Y(h, 0) = (i) and Y(k - 1,0) = (3, and such that the equations 




L,: Y(n, z) + (n - h) Y(n + 1, z) 
are satisfied with the operators L, , L_ , and D defined as in Theorem 2. The 
identity 
(@(n, 4) _ (“6 4 Et” - 1,4) (Y’,b 4) 
t&n, z) - @(h, 2) @(h - 1, z) Ye(n, z) 
holds for every n. 
The vector generalization of Laguerre polynomials has similar properties. 
THEOREM 4. Let a and b be nonintegral numbers such that a + 6 = 1. 
Dejine an inner product on polynomials with vector coejicients corresponding to 
the norm 
II WY = jm I F+(t) W W;(a--b),:(a+~--l)(2t)l(2t) 
0 
+ F-(t) WJ + 1) Wl(a-2-b),;(a+b-1)(2t)/(2t)12 dt 
+ j” I F+(t) W ~~04,~(~+d- W/W 
+ F% r(a - 1) Wl(b+2-a).ga+t+l)(- W/WI2 dt- 
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0 tF+‘(t) - (t - &a + $b)F+(t) + (a - I)F-(t) tF_‘(t) + (t - +a + &b + l)F-(t) + bF+(t) 
+ ((:;:;) ’ ( 
tG+‘(t) - (t - &x + &b) G+(t) + (a - 1) G-(t) 
tG_‘(t) + (t - &a + $b + 1) G-(t) + bG+(t) = ’ 
hold for all polynomials F(x) and G(z) with vector coefficients. 
These properties characterize the inner product. 
THEOREM 5. Let a and b be nonintegral numbers such that a + 6 = 1. 
Assume that an inner product is given on polynomials with vector coeficients and 
that the last two identities in the statement of Theorem 4 are satisfied. DeJine 
operators L, , L- , and D on polynomials with vector coeficients by 
D: F(z) + G(z) 
if 
2G+(z) = zF:(z) - (22 7 a + 6) F+‘(z) - (a - b) F+(z) + 2(u - 1) F-‘(z) 
and 
2G-(z) = zFT(.z) + (22 - a + b + 2)F-‘(z) - (a - b - 2)F-(z) +2bF+‘(z), 
L-: F(z) -+ G(z) 
if 
2G+(a) = zl+) - (42 - a + b) F+‘(z) + 2(2x - a + b) F+(z) 
+ 2(a - I)F-‘(z) - 2(u - l)F-(x) 
and 
26(z) = zF!(z) - (a - b - 2) F-‘(z) + 2bF+‘(z) - 2bF+(z), 
and by 
L,: F(z) --+ G(z) 
if 
2G+(z) = zFT(z) + (a - b) F+‘(z) + 2(a - 1) F-‘(z) + 2(a - 1) F-(z) 
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and 
2G-(z) = xF!(x) + (42 - a + b + 2)F-‘(z) 
+ 2(2x - a + b + 2)F-(2) + 2bF+‘(z) + 2bF+(x). 
Then the identities 
DL_-L-D = -LL_, 
DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L, - L,L- = 20, 
L-L, - D2 - D = - $(a + b) (a + b - 2) 
are satisjied, and the identities 
(DF, G) = (F, DG) and (L-F, G) = (F, L,G) 
hold for all polynomials F(x) and G(z) with vector coeficients. The inner product 
is a constant multiple of the inner product dejined in Theorem 4. 
A computation of orthogonal polynomials follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let a and b be nonintegral numbers such that a + 6 = 1, and 
de$ne the operators L, , L- , and D as in Theorem 5. Then for each integer n 
there exists a polynomial @(n, z) with vector coefficients such that @(O, x) = (i) 
and such that 
D: @(n, z) ---f (n - $a + &b) @(n, z), 
L-: @(n, z) 3 (n - a) @(n - 1, z), 
L,: @(n, z) --f (n + b) @(n + 1, z) 
for every n. The polynomials are given by the equations 
b(b + 1) .a* (b + n - 1) @(n, x) 
0 a--n 
= b+n 2z+b-u+22n ( H 
0 a+l-n 
b+n-1 2z+b-u++n-2 1 
( 
0 a-l 1 . . . 
b+l 2x+b-a+2 )O 0 
and 




n+l-b 0 1 
x 2z+b-a+4-2n 
( 
2-u-n ... 2z+b-a ----a 1 
n+2-b 0 1 ( )O -b‘ 00 
when n > 0. The polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
of Theorem 4, and each has the square of its norm equal to & 1 r(a) r(b)12. 
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The generalized Laguerre polynomials are related to the representations 
of the group of two-by-two matrices with real entries and determinant one 
[3]. Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such 
that a + 6 = c and c 3 1. Then there exists a unique Hilbert space 
.F(a, b; c; z), whose elements are functions defined in the upper half-plane, 
such that the expression 
belongs to the space as a function of z when w is in the upper half-plane 
and such that the identity F(w) = (F(x), K(w, z)) holds for every element 
F(x) of the space. If (“, i) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one, 
and if a continuous choice of argument is made for Cz + D, then the trans- 
formation 
F(z)+ (Cz + D)&X + D)bF 
is an isometry of the space onto itself. 
THEOREM 7. Let a and b be nonintegral numbers such that a + b = 1. 
If F(z) is a polynomial with vector coeficients, there exists a corresponding 
element f (z) of S(a, b; 1; z) such that 
f (2) = 1,” (2t)f(a+b-2) exp($itx + QitZ) 
x (it,% - itz)-+(a+b) T(b) ~+b),S(a+b-l)(it.% - itx) 
x [F+(t) r(l - a) W&-b),f(a+b--l)(2t) 
+ F-(t) r(2 - a> W~(a-2-b),i(a+b--l)(2t)l dt 
+ 11, (- 2t)fca+b-2) exp(@tx + Q&f) 
X (it.z - it,%-* kZ+b) r(a) w+(b-a),j(a+b-l)(itz - it%) 
x [F+(t) r(l - 4 W+(b-a),+(a+b-l)(- 2t) 
+F-(4 r(- 4 w+(b+2--a),+(a+b-1)(- 2t)l dt 
for y > 0, and such that 
Ilf k>il” = 1; I F+(t) W ~~(a-b),t(a+b--1)(2t)/(2t) 
+ F-W W + 1) Wt(a-2-b),?(a+b-1,(2t)/(2t)l” dt 
+ j” 1 F+(t) r(a) W+(b-a).+(a+b-l)(- 2t)/&) 
-co 
+ F-(t) r(a - 1) w+(b+2-a).~(a+b-1)(- 2t)/(2t)i2 dt. 
409/41/3-z 
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Dejine operators L, , L- , and D as in Theorem 5. Let F(z) and G(z) be poly- 
nomials, and let f(z) and g(z) be the corresponding elements of P(a, b; 1; z). 
The condition D: F(z) -+ G(x) is necessary and sufficient that 
g(z) = &i(.S + I) af/LJz + =Jiazf (z) 
+ $i(Z2 + 1) af/Z + $=ibZf (z). 
The condition L-: F(z) -+ G(z) is necessary and sz@cient that 
g(x) = $i(z - i)” af/hz + &a(z - i) f (x) 
+ &@ - i)” 8f/an + Qib(Z - i) f (z). 
The condition L,: F(x) + G(z) is necessary and su#icient that 
g(z) = J&z + i)” aflax + &ia(z + i) f (z) 
+ $i(z + i)” af/as + +ib(% + i) f (z). 
Define polynomials @(n, x) as in Theorem 6. The element of S(a, b; 1; z) cor- 
responding to @(O, x) is 
(1 _ ,a,, + iq F ( 
x-i Z+i 
a, b; 1; -7 * x+i Z-a 1 
The element of 9(a, b; 1; z) corresponding to @(n, x) is 
b(b + 1) *** (b + n - 1) (1 - 2) 
n! (1 - 22s)” (1 + iZ)b+n 
( z-i %+i xF a,b+n;n+l;-- x+i Z-i 1 
when n > 0. The element of P(a, b; 1; x) corresponding to @(- n, z) is 
(- l)m da + 1) 0.. (a + n - 1) (1 + ix) 
n! (1 - iz)a+n (1 + i%)b 
z-i %+i 
xF a+n,b;n+l;-- 
( z+i Z-i ) 
when n > 0. 
This generalization of Laguerre polynomials is related to a generalization 
of the Hankel transformation [l]. 
THEOREM 8. Let a and b be nonreal numbers such that a + 6 = 1, and let w 
be the square root of sin(ra)/sin(vb) h h w ic is equal to sin(xa)/j sin( ;f 
i(1 - a - b) > 0 and which is equal to - sin(ra)/l sin( ifi(a + b - 1) > 0. 
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For each square integrable function f (x) of real x, there exists a corresponding 
square integrable function g(x) of real x, 
s +* --m If (t)12 dt = j-+m -- I &)I2 4 
such that 
[2 cos(rra + rrb - n) - w2 - w2] * g(x) 
= i~/T(2 - a - b) jrn (xt)+(l-a-b)F(2 - a - b; - xt)f(t) dt 
0 
- iw/r(a + b) /r (xt)+ (a+b-1) F(a + b; - xt) f (t) dt 
+ iw/r(2 - a - b) ST, (- xt)f(1-0-b)F(2 - a - b; - xt) f (t) dt 
- iw/r(a + 6) J”” (- xt) ~+~--l) F(a + b; - xt) f (t) dt 
-co 
for almost all x > 0, such that 
[2 cos(ra + rrb - n) - w2 - ~~1: g(x) 
= i(;j/r(2 - a - b) 1, (- xt)*(l-+b) F(2 - a - b; - xt) f (t) dt 
- &/r(a + b) 1: (- xt) w+b-1) F(a + b; - xt) f (t) dt 
+ iw/r(2 - a - b) I”, (xt)*(l+-b) F(2 - a - b; - xt) f (t) dt 
- &/I’(a + b) I”, (xt) +(a+b-1) F(a + b; - xt) f (t) dt 
for almost all x < 0, and such that the same formulas hold with f (x) and g(x) 
interchanged, the integrals being mean square limits of integrals over bounded sets. 
Define @(n, z) as in Theorem 6 for every integer n. If 
f(x) = xt(l-a-b,(2x)+kz+b-2, 
x [@+(% x, r(l - a) w+(a-b).j(a+b-l)(2x) 
+ @-(% x, r(2 - d ~~(a-2-b).t(a+b--l)(2X)1 
forx>O,andif 
f(x) = (- X)i(l--a--b)(- 2x)tka+b-2) 
x [@+h x) r(l - b, w+(b-a),)(a+b-l)(- 2x) 
+ ‘-h ‘1 ‘(- b, W~(b+2-a).t(a+b-l)(- zx)l 
for x < 0, then g(x) = (- 1)” f(x). 
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The generalized Hankel transformation is related to the Fourier transfor- 
mation in the plane. For each square integrable function f(x, y) of real x 
and y, there exists a corresponding square integrable function g(x, y) of real x 
and Y, 
j+mj+m If(x, y)? dx dy = j;+j+” I g(x, y)12 dx dy, 
--m --aI -m 
such that 
exp(ixu + iyv)f(u, V) du dv 
and 
27rf(x,y) = j+m j+m exp(- ixu - iyv) f(u, v) du dv 
--m -cm 
where the integrals are taken in a mean square sense. The connection with the 
generalized Hankel transformation is obtained on rewriting the Fourier 
integral with an interchange of the x and y variables. For each square inte- 
grable function f(x, y) o real x and y, there exists a corresponding square f 
integrable function g(x, y) of real x and y, with equal mean square, such that 
and 
2TdX~ Y) = jy: j:: exp(iyu + &)f(u, v) du dv 
27$(x, y) = j+m j+m exp(- iyu - ixv)f(u, v) du dv. 
--m --m 
If f(- x, - y) =f(x, y), then g(- x, - y) = g(x, y) and the integrals read 
2ng(x, y) = j+m j+m cos(yu + xv)f(u, v) du dv, 
--m -co 
and similarly withf(x, y) andg(x,y) interchanged. Iff(- x, - y) = -f(x,y), 
then g(- x, - y) = - g(x, y). When g(x, y) is replaced by ig(x, y), the 
integrals read 
k(X,Y) = jz-s’+ sin(yu + xv)f(u, v) du dv 
and similarly with f(x, y) and g(x, y) interchanged. By the symmetry of the 
last two integrals, the integral over the full plane is equal to twice the integral 
over the half-plane x > 0 or the half-plane y > 0. A change of variable is 
made possible in the integral. 
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Consider first the cosine transformation, For each square integrable 
function f(~, y) of x > 0 and real y, there exists a corresponding square 
integrable function g(x, y) of x > 0 and real y, with equal mean square, 
such that 
+” m 
Td%Y) = s s 
cos(yu + XV)f(U, v) au dv 
--m 0 
and similarly with f(~, y) and g(x, y) interchanged. But there exists a one-to- 
one transformation of the half-plane x > 0 onto the first quadrant defined 
by (x, y) -+ (x” e--2/, X+ eg) and of the half-plane x < 0 onto the fourth 
quadrant defined by (x, y) + ((- x)* e-g, - (- x)” ey) which is measure- 
preserving. A restatement of the cosine transformation follows. For each 
square integrable functionf(x, y) of real x and y, there exists a corresponding 
square integrable function g(x, y) of real x and y, with equal mean square, 
such that 
+m m 
T(X> Y> = I I 
cos((xu)+ ey-9 + (AZ)+ eu-y)f(u, w) du dv 
--oo 0 
+ j+mjo cos((- k-24)” eY--2, - (- xu)+ eo-y)f(u, v) du de, 
-0s --m 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, such that 
+m 4x, Y) = s s cos((- xu)* ey-+ - (- xu)i ee-y)f(u, v) du dv --m 0 
+ Sfmjo c s((xu)* ey-” + (cm)* eQ-Y)f(u, v) du dv 
--m --m 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0, and such that the same equations 
hold with f(~, y) and g(x, y) interchanged. 
A similar result applies to the sine transformation. For each square inte- 
grable function J-(X, y) f o real x and y > 0, there exists a corresponding 
square integrable function g(x, y) of real x and y > 0, with equal mean 
square, such that 
m +m 
rrg(%Y) = ss 
sin( yu + xv) f(u, v) du dv 
0 --m 
and similarly withf(x, y) and g(x, y) interchanged. There exists a one-to-one 
transformation of the half-plane x > 0 onto the first quadrant defined 
by (x, y) + (xi e-y, xi ey ) and of the half-plane x < 0 onto the second 
quadrant defined by (x, y) -+ (- (- x)* e-*, (- x)* ey) which is measure- 
preserving. For each square integrable function f(~, y) of real x and y, there 
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exists a corresponding square integrable function g(x,y) of real x and y, 
with equal mean square, such that 
+m m 
d%Y) = s s 





sin((- XU)* ey--a - (- xr~)* e+Y)f(w, V) du dv 
--m --m 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, such that 
+m  




sin((xu)+ e+” + (xu)’ e*-g)f(u, v) du dv 
--m -cc 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0, and such that the same formulas 
hold with f(x, y) and g(x, y) interchanged. A connection with the generalized 
Hankel transformation is obtained on making a Fourier analysis in the second 
variable. 
THEOREM 9. Let f (x, y) and g(x, y) be square integrable functions of real x 
and y such that 
+m m 
4x, Y> = I s 
COS(~(XU)+ cosh(y - v)) f (u, Z.J) du dv 
--m 0 
+ s$,l, cos(2(- xu)+ sinh(y - a))f(u, V) du dv 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, and such that 
7rg(x,y) = +m .r s cos(2(- xu)+ sinh(y - u)) f (u, v) du de, --m 0 
+ il,s”, 
cos(2(xu)* cosh(y - v)) f (u, w) du de, 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0. Let F(x, t) and G(x, t) be the square 
integrable functions of real x and t defined by 
and 
F(x, 4 = Jfmf (x, r> exp(W 4 -co 
G(x, t) = j+m g(x, Y) exp(ity) dr. 
-cc 
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Then the identity 
2 sin(&rit) G(x, t) 
(xu)titF(l + it; - xu) =- I I _ (xu)-*itF(l - it; - xu) 0 q1 + it) .F(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
0 - 
f --m 
I(- xu)+yl(l+ttr; - xu) _ (- xu)-titF(l - it; - x24) 
2 F(l - it) 
x F(u, t) du 
holds almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, and the identity 
2 sin(&rit) G(x, t) 
-- 
- si 
O” (- xz~)+izl(l+:~r; - xu) _ (- m)-iitF(l - it; - xu) 
0 Ql - it) 
x F(u, t) du 
- (xu)titF(l + it; - xu) _ (xz~)-+~~F(l - it; - xu) 
F(l + it) P(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
holds almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0. 
THEOREM 10. Let f(x, y) and g(x, y) be square integrable functions of real 
x and y such that 




sin(2(- xu)) sinh(y - v)) f (u, v) du dv 
-03 -cc 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, and such that 




sin(2(xu)* cosh(y - v))f(u, v) du dv 
-co --m 
almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0. Let F(x, t) and G(x, t) be the square 
integrable functions of real x and t defined by 
F(x, t) = j+mf (x, Y) exp(ity) dy 
--m 
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Then the identity 
G(x, t) = J”^ g(x, y) exp(ity) dy. 
--m 
2cos(&rit) G(x, t) 
m = 
I 
I (xU)+itF(l + it; - xu) + (~u)-+~*F(l - it; - xu) 
0 ( T(l + it) r(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
o - I 1 -cc (- XU)+~~~~++.~; - ~24) _ (- XU)-+~~F(I - it; +x24) 2 P(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
holds almost everywhere in the half-plane x > 0, and the identity 
2 cos(&rit) G(x, t) 
= 
s ! 
m (- ~u)+~/l++f”; - 33.4) _ (- x~)-+~~F(l - it; - xu) 
0 I. r(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
0 
i I 
(xzq”“F(1 + it; - X24) - + (xu)-iitF(l - it; - xu) 
--m r(l + it) .F(l - it) I 
x F(u, t) du 
holds almost everywhere in the half-plane x < 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem 1 follows from the identities 
(z - k + $h) @(k, z) + wk@(k - 1,x) = (z + $h) @(k, I - 1) 
and 
-&(h+l-k)@(k,z)+ww(&h+l-k-.z)@(k-1,~) 
=(z+&h)@(k- l,z- I) 
and 
&(+h - k - z) @(k, z) - wk@(k - 1, z) = ,,(+h - 2) @(k, z + 1) 
and 
s(h+l-k)@(k,z)+(z+l-k++h)@(k-1,z) 
= wcz(ijh - x) @(k - 1, z + 1). 
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Proof of Theorem 2. The stated properties of L, , L- , and D are obtained 
by a straightforward calculation. Uniqueness of the inner product follows 
from the resulting properties of the orthogonal set constructed in Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Note that the polynomials @(n, z) satisfy the identity 
-a(h-n)@(n+l,z)=(~-n+fh)@(n,z) 
+ ww(z + n - $h) @(n, .a) + wn@(n - 1, z). 
The proof of the theorem uses the corresponding identity 
- w(h - n) 6(n + 1, z) = (z - n + ih) c&n, z) 
+ ww(z + n - +h) t&n, x) + w&z - 1, z) 
for the polynomials @n, 3). The identity implies that the transformation 
F(z) -+P(z) on polynomials of degree at most h is a special case of the 
generalized Hilbert transformation, constructed in the proof of Theorem 27 
of [2]. The identity is obtained from the hypergeometric identity 
(c- 1 - a)@-2-u)...(c- l)F(a- l,b;c- 1;z) 
-(c+1---b)a(c-2-u)(c-3-u)~~~czF(u+l,b+1;c;.z) 
+ (c + 1 - a - b) (c - a - b) (a + 1) (u + 2) (c - 3 - u) 
x(c-4-u)~~~(c+I)z2F(u+3,b+2;c+1;x)--~~ 
= (c - 1) (c - 1 - u) (c - 2 - a) .‘. #(a, b; c; z) 
- (c - 1) (c + 1 - a - b) (u + 1) (c - 2 - u) (c - 3 - a) .a* (c + 1) 
xzF(u+2,b+1;c+1;z)+(c-l)(c+I-u-b)(c-u-b) 
x(u+2)(u+3)(c-3-u)(c-4-u)~~-(c+2) 
x 9F(u + 4, b + 2; c + 2; x) - ... 
- (b - u) (c - l--a)(~-2---a)-~~cxF(u,b;c;z) 
+ (b - u) (c + 1 - a - b) (a + 1) (c - 2 - a) (c - 3 - a) 0.. (c + 1) 
xz2F(u+2,b+1;c+l;z)-(b-u)(c+l-u-b)(c-u-b) 
x(u+2)(u+3)(c-3-u)(c-4-u)~~~(c+2) 
x z3F(u + 4, b + 2; c + 2; z) + ..* 
- (u - 1) (c + 1 - b) (c - 1 - u) (c - 2 - a) *.a (c + 1) 
x zF(u + 1, b; c + 1; z) + (u - 1) (c + 1 - b) (c + 1 - a - b) 
x (a + 2) (a + 3) (c - 2 - a) (c - 3 - a) *** (c + 2) 
xx2F(u+3,b+I;c+2;z) 
- (u - 1) (c + 1 - b) (c + 1 - a - b) (c - Q - b) 
x (u+3)(u+4)(c-3-u)(c-4-a)~~*(c+3) 
x x3F(u + 5, b + 2; c + 3; z) + ..* 
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which holds when u is a negative integer. The identity is proved by comparing 
the coefficient of .zn on each side and using the identity 
(a + r - 1) (Cz + 7) ... (u + 7 + n - 2) (b + Y) (b + r + 1) ... (b + n - 1) 
x (c - Y - 1 - u) (c - Y - 2 - u) ... (c + n - I)/(?2 - Y)! 
- (c - 1) (u + Y) (u + Y + 1) ... (a + r + II - 1) (b + Y) 
x(6 + r + 1) *.a (b + n - 1) (c - Y - 1 - a) (c - r - 2 - a) *e. 
x(c + n)/(n - r)! + (6 - a) (u + Y) (a + I + 1) *a. (a + 7 + n - 2) 
x(6+Y)(b+Y+1)~~~(b+n-2)(c-Y-l-u)(c-Y-2-u)~~* 
x (c + n - I)/@ - Y - l)! + (u - 1) (c + 1 - b) (a + Y + 1) 
x (u + r + 2) ... (u + Y + n - 1) (b + Y) (b + Y + 1) ... (b + n - 2) 
x(c-Y-1 - a) (c - I - 2 - u) ... (c + n)/(n - r - l)! 
= - Y(U + Y) (a + Y + 1) .-- (a + r + n - 2) (6 + r + 1) (b + Y) ... 
x (6 + n - 2) (c - Y - u) (c - Y - I - a) ... (c + n)/(n - Y)! 
- (Y + 1) (c + 1 - I - a - b) (a + r + 1) (u + Y + 2) *** 
x (u + Y + n - 1) (b + r) (b + Y + 1) ..* (6 + 11 - 2) 
x (c - Y - 1 - a) (c - r - 2 - u) a** (c + f.z)/(n. - r - l)! 
which holds for r = O,..., n. 
Define a transformationF(z) -f(z) on polynomials with vector coefficients 
by 
(r_(z,) - LJ(k, z) c&k - 1, z) F-(z) * 
f+(z) _ @(k 4 @@ - 1,“‘) (WI) 
A straightforward calculation will show that the condition D:F(z) -+ G(z) 
is equivalent to the equations 
(1 + w4&) 
(1 + 4g-(4 
= 2wB(z + 1 - @)f-(z + 1) + (1 - w&j) zf-(z) 
- 2(2 - 1 + $h)f-(z - 1) + (2 + 1 + mm + 1) 
- ww(z - 1 - +h)f-(z - 1) - dzf,(z + 1) + shf,(z - 1). 
The condition wL-: F(z) -+ G(z) is equivalent to the equations 
(1 + w+g+w 
= wW(z - @)f+(z + 1) - 2wWzj+(z) + ww(x + &~)f+(z - 1) 
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and 
(1 + w4 g-(4 
= 2ww(z + 1 - @)f-(z + 1) - 2wwzf_(z) 
+ 2wcqz - 1 + @)f-(z - 1) + (z + 1 + ih)f-(s + 1) 
+ w%IP(x - 1 - #)f-(z - 1) - whf,(z + 1) - ww%f,(x - 1). 
The condition wL,: F(z) + G(z) is equivalent to the equations 
(1 + w4 g+c4 
= w2G2(z - ijh)f+(z + 1) + 2wfszf+(x) + (.z + ih)f+(z - 1) 
and 
(1 + w4g-(4 
= 2w%yz + 1 - $h)f& + I) + 2WGXf~(Z) 
+ 2(2 - 1 + @)“L(z - 1) + wf3(x + 1 - @)f-(x + 1) 
+ ww(z - 1 - &h)f-(z - 1) - wCSV$+(x + 1) - whf,(z - 1). 
The existence of the desired polynomials !P(n, z) follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem is proved by a straightforward calcu- 
lation using the identities 
2xW~(a-a),t(a+b-1)(2X) 
= 6% - @ - 4 Qz-a),~(a+b-1)w - e - 1) W~(a--b--2),f(a+~--l)(2X) 
and 
= (x - & + *b + 1) ~~(a--b--2).)(a+b--l)(2X) - W~(a-a).t(a+b-1)(2X)’ 
Proof of Theorem 5. The stated properties of L, , L- , and D are obtained 
by a straightforward calculation. Uniqueness of the inner product follows 
from properties of the orthogonal set constructed in Theorem 6. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The transformation on polynomials with vector 
coefficients defined by F(z) -+ G(z) where 
(21:;) = (b : 1 22 +z - .I P[$ 
is an isometry of a space satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5 with a 
replaced by a - 1 and b replaced by b + 1 onto the given space. The trans- 
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formation on polynomials with vector coefficients defined by F(z) + G(z) 
where 
($$ = i” T ; - a - ;) g+;;i, 
is an isometry of a space satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5 with a 
replaced by a + 1 and b replaced by b - 1 onto the given space. These 
transformations commute with the operators L, , L- , and D in the respective 
spaces. The theorem follows from these properties of the transformation. 
Proof of Theorem 7. The theorem is proved by a straightforward calcula- 
tion using the results of Theorem 7 of [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 8. The theorem follows from the results of Theorem 7 
using Theorem 10 of [l]. 
Proof of Theorems 9 and 10. The theorems follow from the identities 
+m s I aV(1 + it; - as) + u-y1 - it; - d) exp(ixt) dt - --m T(l + it) r(l - it) cos(&fit) 
= 4 sin(2u cash(x)) 
and 
+m I I aitF(l + it; - a”) aeitF(l - it; - u2) exp(izt) dt - --m r(l + it) r(l - it) ! sin(&fit) 
= - 4 cos(2a cash(x)) 
and 
trn aitF(l + it; a”) 
s I 
aFF(l - it; u2)\ exp(ixt) dt -~ 
--m F(l + it) P(l - it) ) cos(?pit) 
= 4 sin(2u sinh(x)) 
and 
+m fPF(1 + it; a2) s I -03 r(l + it) - 
= - 4 cos(2a sinh(x)) 
which hold for all real x when a > 0. 
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